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                    Golden Glove Winner

                    Meet Devesh 
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                                        A scholar at Sapphire International School whose supreme power of creativity is a reflection of the vastness of her imagination is Keiyona Singh. She loves to create and amass as much knowledge from as many sources as possible. Read on further to know more about her unique perception of life.
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                                        Be it the intellect or the physical prowess of a child, every skill is highlighted and nurtured. Devesh of Grade 5 made the school proud by being the ‘Golden Glove’  and Man-of-the-match winner at the under 10 football tournament. His dedication to his skill sets is what makes him special. But what were the significant episodes of his journey that led him to do this?
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                                        This young student of Grade 4 is already questioning the horizon and its beyondness. Saatvik’s Curiosity has moulded him into an insightful person quite early on in his life, thus, helping him acknowledge myriad aspects of his personality.
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                                        A scholar of Grade 3 at Sapphire International School whose supreme power of creativity is a reflection of the vastness of her imagination is Keiyona Singh. She loves to create and amass as much knowledge from as many sources as possible. Read on further to know more about her unique perception of life.
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                                        The melodies produced by a voice have been known to possess the power to move many souls. One such moving voice in Sapphire International School is that of Virat Khampariya. This sensational singer from Grade 7 has made a mark with his unparalleled skill set. Read on further to know more about his achievements.
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                                        A student of Grade 5 at Sapphire is a true champion, who doesn’t give up easily and keeps moving ahead even in the face of the greatest obstacles! Adrit brought in laurels to the school by securing the second position and bagging a silver medal in the North Zone Taekwondo Championship- 2022.  
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                    Our Mission in Action

                

                
                                    	
                                            
                                            
                            
                                

									
                                

                                
                                    Leading Learning 

                                    We empower students through accreditation to the CBSE curriculum, scholarships, collaboration programs, and a holistic approach that has produced top performers in academics, sports, and arts. Our facilitators also offer personal contact care classes to strengthen knowledge. 

                                

                            

                        
	
                                            
                            
                                

									
                                

                                
                                    Sapphire Innovation Cell 

                                    We offer a world-class learning environment with innovative curriculum and infrastructure. Our Annual Technothon provides a platform for learners to showcase their practical coding, robotics, and AI skills. Our diverse curriculum helps students discover new opportunities. 

                                

                            

                        
	
                                            
                            
                                

									
                                

                                
                                    Active Learner Leadership Senate 

                                    The School Senate is a student leadership body that represents student needs, promotes responsibility, and helps plan events and activities. They also uphold school values and help maintain campus discipline. 

                                

                            

                        
	
                                            
                            
                                

									
                                

                                
                                    Sports and Arts Program

                                    At Sapphire, we develop well-rounded students through holistic learning and a variety of co-curricular activities. Our students can pursue their passions in areas like swimming, theatre, cricket, dance, and music, with 100% participation at each annual event.

                                

                            

                        
	
                                            
                            
                                

									
                                

                                
                                    Community Outreach

                                    We teach compassion through outreach programs like SEWA, donation drives, and clubs that promote empathy and social responsibility. Our students become responsible global citizens and advocates for social justice.

                                

                            

                        
	
                                            
                            
                                

									
                                

                                
                                    Facilitators Growth Program 

                                    We provide regular training programs for educators to stay updated on best teaching practices and improve education quality. Led by experts, these programs help educators embrace new challenges and shape the future of their students. 

                                

                            

                        
	
                                            
                            
                                

									
                                

                                
                                    Parent as Partner Program 

                                    We offer parent workshops to empower and engage them in their child's learning journey. We also have an open-door policy for parents to discuss any issues.

                                

                            

                        
	
                                            
                            
                                

									
                                

                                
                                    Future Global Pathways

                                    We offer language labs for German and French and career fairs to provide global exposure and career guidance to students. We also offer enrichment and counseling sessions for students, parents, and educators.
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                        Resolute

                        We create resolute leaders with unwavering courage, determination and strength with a capacity to create a better tomorrow

                        Learn More 
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                        Confident 

                        Confidence is the foundation of leadership and we motivate our students to accomplish their goals, inspire others and remain undeterred by challenges

                        Learn More 
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                        Generous 

                        At Sapphire, we instill the spirit of generosity in young hearts so that they can spread kindness, help others connect to their purpose and touch lives

                        Learn More 
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                        Creative 

                        Paving the path of innovation, we nurture little ones to  emerge as visionary leaders who can make a difference with their creativity

                        Learn More 
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                        Independent 

                        Fostering self-reliance and independence, we empower children to think without barriers, make their own choices and evolve as great decision-makers

                        Learn More 
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                        Spirited

                        With a mission to promote spirited leadership, we help each child to spread their wings, lead by inspiring and work on their dreams with unparalleled passion and enthusiasm

                        Learn More 
                    

                

                            

                        
                
                
            

        

        
            
                
                    
                        Every Child is A Leader
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	10+
	25+


                                            

                

                
                    

                    
                                        
                                                    
                                    Acres

                                    sprawling high-tech green campus with  state-of-the-art facilities, premium infrastructure and modern technologies

                                    Learn More 
                                

                                                    
                                    Years of academic excellence

                                    with outstanding achievements in imparting quality education and ensuring optimum growth in students

                                    Learn More 
                                

                                                    
                                    Co-curricular activities

                                    with a holistic approach towards all-round development to make our students excel in every sphere of life
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                                    sprawling high-tech green campus with  state-of-the-art facilities, premium infrastructure and modern technologies
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                                Years of academic excellence

                                    with outstanding achievements in imparting quality education and ensuring optimum growth in students
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                                    with a holistic approach towards all-round development to make our students excel in every sphere of life
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                        Select a Question:

                        How does Sapphire nurture, support and take you closer to your dreams?
What is your biggest takeaway from your years of learning at Sapphire
What would be your advice for the new students?
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                                        3rd NEP Anniversary Exhibiton

                                          Students from Sapphire International School, Crossings Republik visited the 3rd NEP Anniversary Exhibition at Pragati Maidan. From Atal Tinkering…
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                                        Environmental Stewardship Through Education: Sustain...

                                        Introduction  In an era marked by environmental challenges and the urgent need for sustainable solutions, educational institutions play a pivotal…
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            🌟 At Sapphire International School, every day i
            	                    [image: 🌟 At Sapphire International School, every day is a step towards greatness. 📚🏅 #LeadersOfTomorrow #SapphireInternationalSchool]
        
    



    
        
            📸 Embark on a photographic journey through the 
            	                    [image: 📸 Embark on a photographic journey through the vibrant tapestry of Sapphire Noida! 🌪️🌈 These random yet cherished moments capture the essence of our school life, revealing its unique charm. Join us in this whirlwind of memories! 🚀🤩 #SapphireNoida #InPictures #SchoolLife]
        
    



    
        
            🎄 Something's cooking at Sapphire! 🎁 Stay tu
            	                    [image: 🎄 Something's cooking at Sapphire! 🎁 Stay tuned for a festive surprise that's sure to light up your holiday season. 🌟🤫 #SapphireChristmasMagic #ComingSoon #SapphireInternationalSchool]
        
    



    
        
            
            
	                
	            	                    [image: Caption: 📜 "As Kabirdas once said, ''दोहा, दोहा, शब्द कहा सोई, दोहा बिना धर्म नहीं होई।' 🌟✨ Our little ones at Sapphire International School are embracing the power of words through their tiny verses, creating big smiles along the way. 🧒📖✨ #SapphireInternationalSchool #TinyVerses #PreprimaryFun]
        
    



    
        
            ✈️✨ Tiny aviators take flight! Watch the ado
            	                    [image: ✈️✨ Tiny aviators take flight! Watch the adorable #prenursery learners soar high as they embark on the exciting journey of making their own airplanes. Creativity takes flight in our pre-nursery classrooms!  #HandsOnLearning #SIS #SapphireInternationalSchool #Noida]
        
    



    
        
            Tag anyone you recognize!! ✨
.
🌟✨ Echoes of
            	                    [image: Tag anyone you recognize!! ✨ . 🌟✨ Echoes of Splendor! 🎭 Relive the breathtaking moments of our Annual Day at the Noida branch. Each snapshot encapsulates the spirit of creativity, enthusiasm, and camaraderie that made this evening unforgettable. Join us in celebrating the magic once more! 🎬🎉 #AnnualDayHighlights #NoidaBranchMagic #SapphireMemories]
        
    



    
        
            🌈✨ Montessori Moments in Daycare! Swipe throu
            
	                
	            	                    [image: 🌈✨ Montessori Moments in Daycare! Swipe through the vibrant carousel capturing the magic of hands-on learning during our daycare sessions. These little ones are on a journey of discovery, exploring the wonders of Montessori education in every playful moment. 🎨👧👦 #MontessoriInDaycare #LearningThroughPlay #SapphireAdventures]
        
    



    
        
            Tag anyone you recognize!! ✨ 
.
🌟✨ Reliving
            	                    [image: Tag anyone you recognize!! ✨  . 🌟✨ Reliving the Magic! 🎭 Dive into the enchanting moments of our Annual Day at the Crossings Republik branch. Every frame captures the essence of talent, joy, and unity that made this evening truly extraordinary. Let's rewind and celebrate the brilliance together! 🎬🎉 #AnnualDayMemories #CrossingsRepublikMagic #SapphireMoments #Tribal]
        
    



    
        
            🏆✨ Basking in the Glory! Explore the shining 
            
	                
	            	                    [image: 🏆✨ Basking in the Glory! Explore the shining moments of award presentations and the ceremonial lamp lighting during our Annual Day at the Noida branch. This carousel beautifully encapsulates the pride, accomplishments, and the symbolic radiance that illuminated our memorable evening. 🎉📸 #CelebratingAchievements #LampLightingCeremony #NoidaBranchMagic]
        
    



    
        
            🎉 Capturing the Vibrance! ✨ Explore the vivid
            
	                
	            	                    [image: 🎉 Capturing the Vibrance! ✨ Explore the vivid snapshots from our Annual Day celebration at Noida. From dazzling performances to heartfelt emotions, this carousel encapsulates the highlights that made our evening truly special. 🌈📷 #AnnualDaySnapshot #NoidaBranchVibes #SapphireMoments]
        
    



    
        
            🌟 Symphony of Splendor! 🎭 Relive the enchant
            
	                
	            	                    [image: 🌟 Symphony of Splendor! 🎭 Relive the enchanting moments of our Annual Day at the Noida branch. Each image is a brushstroke in the canvas of creativity and joy that colored our evening. Swipe through to experience the magic once again! 🎉📸 #AnnualDayGallery #NoidaBranchMagic #SapphireMemories]
        
    



    
        
            🏆✨ Illuminating Achievements! Witness the rad
            
	                
	            	                    [image: 🏆✨ Illuminating Achievements! Witness the radiant moments of award ceremonies and the ceremonial lamp lighting at our Annual Day, Crossings Republik. This carousel captures the pride, achievements, and the symbolic glow that illuminated our unforgettable evening. 🎉📸 #AwardHighlights #LampLightingCeremony #CrossingsRepublikMagic]
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                                Noida, Sector 70

                                We are a co-educational English medium CBSE affiliated school offering the best learning environment for the students of Pre-nursery to Grade XII.
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                                Crossings Republik

                                We are a co-educational English medium CBSE affiliated school which offers education from Pre-Primary to Class XII, based on progressive teaching learning pedagogy.
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                                Anand Vihar, Delhi

                                Founded in 2003, our nursery school, focuses on value-based learning, enriches young minds and brings out the best in them.
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                    Noida, Sector 70

                    We are a co-educational English medium CBSE affiliated school offering the best learning environment for the students of Pre-nursery to Grade XII.
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                    Crossings Republik

                    We are a co-educational English medium CBSE affiliated school which offers education from Pre-Primary to Class XII, based on progressive teaching learning pedagogy.
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                    Anand Vihar, Delhi

                    Founded in 2003, our nursery school, focuses on value-based learning, enriches young minds and brings out the best in them.
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                                    Address 
expand_more

                                    
                                        
                                        Noida Campus  SS - 1, Sunder Singh Rd, Sector 70, Noida, Uttar Pradesh 201301
                                        Phone: +91-7290907760 , +91-9560600016 


                                        
                                        Crossings Republik Campus  Plot no. EF 7&8, adjoining to GH-0 
                                        Gate no. 2, Crossing Infra, Crossing Republik, Ghaziabad
                                        Phone:9650546546 , 8130101115


                                     
                                    

                                


                            


                   
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
     
     
                               
                                    
                                   

                                  

                                        
                                        Anand Vihar Campus  B-Block, Anand Vihar, Delhi-92 
                                        Phone: 011-22164646, 9560600021  
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